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DRB-HICOM Berhad is one of Malaysia's leading conglomerates with core businesses in the Automotive Distribution and Manufacturing & Engineering, Services and Education, and Properties sectors. With more than 90 active companies in its stable and approximately 60,000 employees group-wide, DRB-HICOM's aim is to continue adding value in propelling the nation's development. With its diverse interlinked to create synergy, DRB-HICOM has built a strong foundation with great potential for the future.

Arising from a merger between Heavy Industries Corporation of Malaysia Berhad (HICOM) and Diversified Resources Berhad (DRB) in 2000, DRB-HICOM has been actively expanding its portfolio in pursuit of its strategy to create end-to-end value chains for its key businesses.

In the Automotive sector, DRB-HICOM is involved in the manufacturing, assembly and distribution of passenger and commercial vehicles, including the national motorcycle. Its Automotive businesses cover the entire ecosystem, ranging from research, vehicle design and development, manufacturing of automotive components, vehicle assembly, inspection and distribution to sales and after-market services.

In Services & Education sector, DRB-HICOM is involved in various businesses, including concession and financial-related services as well as Education. The Group is rapidly becoming a leading centralised integrated logistics services provider in Malaysia which includes ground handling, cargo handling, in-flight catering, aircraft maintenance and engineering services.

In Properties sector, DRB-HICOM is involved in residential and commercial developments. The Group has over the years built a solid reputation as a developer of niche properties, leveraging on its prestigious property brand, Glenmarie.

Today, DRB-HICOM has emerged as one of the more exciting companies listed on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia due to its diverse portfolio. As a leading Malaysian brand and as a representative of the country, DRB-HICOM is well-positioned to drive Malaysia forward.
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Leadership is not necessarily about making the whole world a better place, but it is about making an impact that will improve life; that will make life better in your immediate business and social communities. Join the Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue 2016 and inspire action for positive change.

HRH The Princess Royal, Princess Anne

Be a global citizen. Act with passion and compassion. Help us make this world safer and more sustainable today and for the generations that will follow us. That is our moral responsibility.

UN Secretary - General Ban Ki-Moon

Introductory note

Inspire & be inspired by leadership best practices for sustainable development... join us at the Emerging Leaders’ Dialogues Asia 2016

Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue Asia (ELDA) is being organised in Malaysia between 20th Oct to 1st Nov 2016, under the patronage of Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, Princess Anne. Launched by the Commonwealth Study Conference Association of Malaysia (COSCAM) and Association of Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue (AELD), the objective of this flagship initiative is to help identify, encourage and build leadership competencies. Themed, “Creating Globally Connected Leaders”, ELDA 2016 will see participation of high-potential leaders from both emerging and developed economies, as well as engage them in meaningful discussions on challenges, systems and solutions. At the heart of ELDA 2016 is the fully sponsored one-week study tour to regions within Malaysia and abroad (India). During the study tours, participants will gain fresh insights on the best leadership practices in sustainable development.
Message from Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal Princess Anne

As we celebrate 60 years of Commonwealth Study Conferences (CSC) we take pride that the CSC model designed for leadership and learning has continued and flourished since my father, The Duke of Edinburgh, instituted the first conference at Oxford in 1956.

I congratulate the members of the Commonwealth Study Conference Association of Malaysia (COSCAM) for this significant achievement in staging ELDA 2016 on their 25th anniversary this year, and hope more Dialogues will take place in Asia in the future.

I wish all delegates and participants an enjoyable, busy and rewarding Dialogue and I look forward to meeting you all in Kuching. I also thank all our sponsors, supporters and partners for their vital support.

[Signature]
Message from the Chief Minister Sarawak

A warm welcome to beautiful Malaysia and to Sarawak, the Land of the Hornbills.

Firstly, Congratulations to each and every one of you selected to attend the Emerging Leaders Dialogue Asia 2016.

As I understand a programme which has survived the evolution of time and economics is a programme to reckon with. Now in its 60th anniversary, I am sure that the Dialogue has served the needs of many leaders.

The Commonwealth Study Conference Association of Malaysia has indeed reached a milestone in its history of 25 years by mooting a dialogue of this dimension with six study tours in Malaysia and one in India.

Malaysia is an emerging economy with multi-culture, religion and race, leadership and its complexities is diverse. Sarawak is the largest state in Malaysia, abundant with natural resources and rainforest. With more than 20 ethnic groups it is now moving towards a knowledge-based economy.

I thank the organising team for having brought ELDA to Malaysia and more so a Study Tour and the closing in Sarawak.

I wish all of you a safe journey on your respective study tours.

[DATUK PATINGGI TAN SRI (DR) HAJI ADENAN BIN HAJI SATEM]
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Dear Participants,

It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue Asia 2016 (ELD Asia 2016). ELD Asia 2016, is the first Dialogue in Malaysia, under the patronage of Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, Princess Anne. Launched by the Commonwealth Study Conference Association of Malaysia (COSCAM) and Association of Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue (AELD), the objective of this flagship initiative is to help identify, encourage and build leadership competencies and networking opportunities within the Commonwealth and ASEAN.

Participation in the Asia Dialogue will be open to participants from Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth countries in Asian; with the idea that the world is our classroom. ELDA 2016 will be an interactive learning experience designed to build leadership capacity, grow networks and strengthen ties between nations and regions. The theme for the Dialogue would explore building competencies at the leadership forefront. Diversity in leadership roles is a challenge in growing economies in Asia, changing the landscape for doing business and managing organizations, institutions, government agencies, corporations and civil societies.

There is an urgent demand for next generation leaders to transform, re-brand and re-skill to meet these challenges and take up opportunities in emerging economies. Leaders need to re-equip themselves to prepare for senior level responsibility in all walks of employment, community and country life.

Each of you have been selected on the strength of your leadership potential and your ability to contribute to the world. We are hopeful that your experience of this Dialogue will transform you into becoming a global leader!

Adrain Jerome
Chairman
Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue
20th October 2016
The British International School, Kuala Lumpur

Leadership for Sustainable Development

Opening Conference

08.00AM: NATIONAL ANTHEM

08.10AM: INTRODUCTION
Adrain Jerome, ELD Asia 2016, Chairman

08.45AM: A GRAND OPENING WITH THE MUSIC OF THE LAND
British International School, Kuala Lumpur’s lively Chinese New Year Drum Performance welcomes guests to the Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue Asia 2016

09.00AM: WELCOME ADDRESS
YB. Dato’ Seri Richard Riot Anak Jaem, Minister of Human Resources

09.30AM: KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Tengku Nurul Azian Tengku Shahriman, Director for Education and Human Capital Development of Performance and Delivery Unit (PEMANDU)
Topic: Inspiring Participation of Indigenous Talent / Skills for Development

10.00AM: KEYNOTE ADDRESS
YBhg Dato’ CM Vignaesvaran a/l Jeyandran, Chief Executive of Human Resources Development Fund (Malaysia)
Topic: Mobilising ASEAN talent

10.30AM: MORNING TEA

11.00AM: SPECIAL DIALOGUE WITH LEADERSHIP EXPERTS
Presenting leadership insights and best practices in various areas of sustainability—from businesses to government; from programmes to policies; from agents of change to beneficiaries of transformation; it is all about inclusive growth, equality, and meaningful development.

Focussing on “Leadership for Sustainable Development”, ELD Asia 2016 will provide unique opportunities for meaningful interaction, exchange of knowledge, ideas for new-age development, application of cross-cultural technologies and most importantly for learning leadership best practices across sectors.
Lily Lau, Managing Director, Culture Dynamics DCI Sdn Bhd, Gurus
Topic: The Next Generation Leadership – Expectation and Challenges in leading a multi-generational workforce

Michael Teoh Su Lim, Director and Lead Consultant, Thriving Talents
Topic: Youth and Society

Jessie Yu, Vice President of B2B, AIESEC
Topic: Youth Leadership for Sustainable Development

Roshan Thiran, CEO of Leaderonomics
Topic: Leadership for Global Competitiveness

Moderator:

Sashikala Devi Gopallan, Director, Corporate Communications Division, Human Resources Development Fund (Malaysia)

12.00PM:  Q&A SESSION
12.30PM:  LUNCH
01.30PM:  STORIES OF LEADERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Guy Lane, Sustainability Entrepreneur, Commentator & Novelist
Topic: Role of New-age Leaders for Sustainability
or
Case study: God & Cannons of the New Generation

V S Ravi, CEO and Founder, Invictus Leader
Case study: Transforming Nations and Organisations from Knowledge Economy to Intellect Economy

Gurmit Singh, Founding Executive Director of Centre for Environment, Technology & Development Malaysia (CETDEM) & his wife, Tan Siew Luang Environmentalist.
Case Study: Embracing Eco Living for a Better Tomorrow

03.00PM:  AFTERNOON TEA
03.30PM:  STORIES OF LEADERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Swarup Roy, Founder and Chairman, ASEAN Affairs, Save Our Planet, SXA (Self X Analysis)
Topic: The SELF X ANALYSIS (SXA) System of Testing & Training Sustainable Leadership. Achieving progress by: Measuring, Analysing & Diagnosing (M.A.D.) and Training, Fulfilling & Evolving (T.F.E.) individuals, teams, leaders and organisations in sustainable behavior

YBhg Datuk Ramli Ibrahim.
Legendary Malaysian Dancer
Case study: Cross-cultural relations in Multicultural Malaysia

Dr Gerard Kho, Chief Marketing Officer, Medini Iskandar Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Topic: Building a CBD from scratch: Medini

05.00PM:

07.30PM:  CLOSE DAY ONE
• Study tour groups meet-up

07.30PM:  OFFICIAL DINNER
The Grand Ballroom, Holiday Inn Glenmarie
21st October 2016
The British International School, Kuala Lumpur

Leadership for Sustainable Development

Opening Conference

08.00 AM: KEYNOTE ADDRESS
YBhg Tan Sri Rafidah Aziz, Chairman, Air Asia X
Call for Action – Women in Leadership for Driving the Sustainability Agenda

08.30 AM: SPECIAL DIALOGUE WITH LEADERSHIP EXPERTS
Understanding leadership dynamics – from vision and values to real challenges at workplace, marketplace and community.

Wayne Visser, Writer, Speaker, Academic and Advisor
Topic: Sustainable Frontiers and New Leadership

John Bailey, Head of Sustainability, University of London
Topic: Educational Institutions - Leading by Example and Building Sustainability Advocates of the Future

Moderator:

Guy Lane, Sustainability Entrepreneur, Commentator & Novelist

10.00 AM: Q&A SESSION

10.30 AM: MORNING TEA

11.00 AM: STORIES OF LEADERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
YBhg Dato’ Dr Hafsah Hashim, CEO of SME Corp
Case study: The Story of Evolution: From Micro-enterprises to SMEs to Global Enterprises

Azliza Baizura Azmel, Corporate Services Director, TESCO Malaysia
Case study: Sustainable Waste Management – Mobilizing Multiple Stakeholders for Impact

Jesrina Arshad, CEO & Founder, PurelyB.com
Case study: Digital Leadership for Digital Solutions – From Health and Wellbeing to Green Living
12.30PM: LUNCH

01.30PM: STORIES OF LEADERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Wong Young Soon, Executive Director of Malaysian Care
Case study: Working with the Orang Asli communities on sustainable agriculture

Dr Gerhard Hoffstaedter, Lecturer at University of Queensland, Australia
Case study: Rohingya Football Club - Using sports as a tool for reducing inequalities

Dr Mark Lovatt, CEO of Trident Integrity Solutions Sdn Bhd
Case Study: How Integrity in Leadership Builds Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions

03.00PM: AFTERNOON TEA

03.30PM: Prof. Colin Legarde Hubo, Director of University of Asia and the Pacific
Case study: Youth, Leadership and Sustainability

04.30PM: CLOSE DAY TWO

- Study tour groups meet-up
- Delegates can commence departure for Study tours (22nd – 29th October, 2016)
31st October 2016
Hilton Kuching, Sarawak

Leadership for Sustainable Development

09.15AM: AN INTRODUCTION
Adrian Jerome, ELD Asia 2016, Chairman

Panelists
- HRH Princess Anne, KG, KT, GCVO, GCStJ, QSO, GCL, CD
- YB. Dato' Seri Richard Riot Anak Jaem, Minister of Human Resources
- YBhg. Brigadier General (Kehormat) Tan Sri Dato’ Sri (Dr) Haji Mohd Khamil bin Jamil, Chairman, DRB-HICOM Bhd

30th October 2016
7.30PM: SARAWAK STATE WELCOME DINNER
Commemorating the 60th year of the Commonwealth Study Conference and the 25th year of the Commonwealth Study Conference Association of Malaysia (COSCAM)

09.30AM: STUDY TOUR GROUP PRESENTATIONS + Q&A
- Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, Selangor & Perak Study Tour Group
- Pahang & Terengganu Study Tour Group

10.30AM: MORNING TEA

11.00AM: STUDY TOUR GROUP PRESENTATIONS + Q&A
- Johor Study Tour Group
- Melaka Study Tour Group

12.30PM: LUNCH

02.00PM: STUDY TOUR GROUP PRESENTATIONS + Q&A
- Sarawak Study Tour Group
- Sabah Study Tour Group
- India Study Tour Group

03.30PM: AFTERNOON TEA

04.00PM: CLOSING ADDRESS

04.15PM: DELEGATES’ GROUP PHOTO

07.30PM: DINNER RECEPTION
Welcome to Holiday Inn® Kuala Lumpur Glenmarie.

Holiday Inn® Kuala Lumpur Glenmarie sits on 350-acres of lush tropical greenery, overlooking two world-class 18-hole golf courses and in close proximity to Malaysia’s largest theme park. Located just 30 minutes from Kuala Lumpur International Airport.

The hotel has 260 guestrooms, an Executive Club Wing with private lounge, 6 restaurants & bar, business centre, 24-hour room service, complimentary shuttle service, an Olympic size swimming pool, wireless internet and 16 functions rooms. Holiday Inn Glenmarie Kuala Lumpur will inspire the business travellers while serving as a great option for corporate retreats and leisure travel.

Visit holidayinn.com/glenmarie or email kulhi_reservations@ihg.com for reservations.
ELDA 2016 Speakers

YB. Dato’ Seri Richard Riot Anak Jaem
Minister of Human Resources

Dato’ Seri Richard Riot Jaem is a Malaysian politician. He is the federal Minister for Human Resources and the Member of the Parliament of Malaysia for the Serian constituency in Sarawak. He has also served as Chairman of the Sarawak Rivers Board. He is the Deputy President of the Sarawak United Peoples’ Party (SUPP).

He first won the Serian seat in 1980. Riot was appointed as Deputy Foreign Minister on 1 June 2010, after having served for over two decades in Parliament. In 2013 he was promoted to the full ministry as Minister for Human Resources.

He recently celebrated his 26th year as a member of the Malaysian Parliament.

Tengku Nurul Azian Tengku Shahriman
Director for Education and Human Capital Development of Performance and Delivery Unit (PEMANDU)

Nurul Azian Binti Tengku Shahriman has been an Independent Non Executive Director of Sunway REIT Management Sdn Bhd since March 11, 2016. Ms. Binti Tengku Shahriman joined the Performance Management and Delivery Unit, Prime Minister’s Department (PEMANDU) in February 2010, and she is the Director of Education and Strategic Reform Initiatives (SRI) - Human Capital Development. PEMANDU is tasked to oversee the implementation and assess the progress of the Economic Transformation Programme and the Government Transformation Programme.

Before joining PEMANDU, she was in Investment Banking for 18 years, the last position as Head of Corporate Finance in RHB Investment Bank Berhad. She holds a Bachelor of Law from University of London and she is a Barrister-at-Law of the Inner Temple.

YB Dato’ C.M Vignaesvaran Jeyandran
Chief Executive of HRDF

Dato’ CM Vignaesvaran (fondly known as ‘Dato’ Vicks’), a Business Administration graduate from the National University of Malaysia, has accumulated more than 17 years of professional experience and hands-on involvement with reputable brands across various challenging sectors in Malaysia construction; power; telecommunications; and manufacturing. Dato’ Vicks joined Pembangunan Sumber Manusia Berhad (PSMB), an Agency under the Ministry of Human Resources Malaysia that administers the Human Resources Development Fund (HRDF), in 2010 as its General Manager, Training Grant Division. In 2012, he spectacularly rose to become PSMB’s Deputy Chief Executive (Operations), before being appointed as its Chief Executive in November 2014. Dato’ Vicks’ contribution to the HR industry is unparalleled especially in terms of leading and mitigating human capital trends and issues within the subsectors covered by the PSMB Act, 2001. In addition to being the Chief Executive of PSMB, Dato’ Vicks also sits on the Boards of PSMB and the Penang Skills Development Centre (PSDC).
Lily Lau
Speaker, Trainer Facilitator, Consultant
Directive Communication Certified Master Trainer & Generation Expert

Lily has trained and facilitated more than 100 training workshops on culture, diversity, bridging generation gap, communication, interpersonal skills, and corporate culture transformation. She is Master Certified in Directive Communication Psychology for Malaysia and she has certified over 40 trainers in Malaysia. She has written articles on generational, cross-cultural and communication issues which were published in MyStarJob newspapers, Smart Investors and Asian Quality magazines. Lily was interviewed on BFM radio in Malaysia on Malaysian generations and featured as a Directive Communication expert on the NTV7 Breakfast Show.

Michael Teoh
Founding Director of Thriving Talents

Michael Teoh is the Founding Director of Thriving Talents, a talent development solutions company focusing on assisting companies to Attract, Retain and Grow the largest population of the global workforce - The Millennials. Since 2012, he has worked with many Fortune 500 companies across 39 countries. He is the Global Advisor for Microsoft YouthSpark and SAP on ‘Millennials (Gen-Y & Gen-Z) Development’ strategies and has had his ideas featured on CNN, BBC and the United Nations.

Jessie Yu
Vice President of B2B Marketing for AIESEC in Malaysia

Graduating from the University of Melbourne last year with majors in geography and economics, Jessie has taken up opportunities most 22 year olds don’t get to have to apply her passions for sustainable development through working in national partnerships and marketing director roles in both Malaysia and Australia to run “Youth for Global Goals” projects, a global movement powered by youth leadership organisation AIESEC that are aimed at engaging young people to take action for the UN Sustainable Development Goals. As current Vice President of B2B Marketing for AIESEC in Malaysia, Jessie is combining her beliefs and skillset in effective communication and collaboration to engage more organisations in developing youth leadership for a better sustainable world.

Roshan Thiran
CEO of Leaderonomics

Roshan is the CEO of Leaderonomics, a social enterprise dedicated to providing access to leadership development to everyone of all ages in developing nations across Asia Pacific. Prior to this role, he was the Director of Global Talent Management with Johnson & Johnson driving global talent initiatives. Roshan was also with the General Electric Company (GE) for more than 12 years, working in a number of roles in the US, Europe and in Asia. At GE, he was involved in numerous business turnarounds, acquisition integrations and driving business growth. He is a key thought leader in the field of leadership and business and hosts various TV shows, radio segments and is a columnist for various media.

I believe Sustainable Leadership comes from Inspiration & Empowerment. The best example of such understanding, would have to be the day where my team and I were invited to deliver a training for youths in the presence of the world’s most influential leaders, President Barack Obama and Prime Minister Dato’ Sri Najib Tun Razak. The presence of both leaders showed that theyAcknowledged & Recognized the contributions of my team and I (All of us, Gen-Ys) in shaping our future through the younger youths (The Gen-Zs). Sustainability in this case is drawn from inspirations and the Trust that our leaders can invest into our younger generations.
Sashikala Devi Gopallan
HRDF’s Director of Corporate Communications

Sashikala is LinkedIn’s 3rd Most Engaged Marketer (Malaysia) 2015 and the Human Resources Development Fund’s Director of Corporate Communications. Her experience spans across three industries (hospitality, property & construction, and recruitment). She has spent over 19 years in Corporate Communications, Public Relations and Marketing. Being a people’s person at heart, she has always held to her belief that a manager is only successful if his/her team is successful.

Guy Lane
Sustainability Entrepreneur, Commentator and Novelist

Guy Lane is a protean sustainability thought-leader and practitioner, which is to say that he demonstrates great diversity in how he gives effect to his sustainability beliefs. This diversity includes Guy’s roles as advisor, commentator, strategist, entrepreneur, and novelist. Since an early experience in the international petroleum industry, Guy has sought to understand and influence the rocky relationship between humans and the natural living systems of Earth. Over the past twenty years, Guy has studied earth science, environmental policy and economics, and business; he has established numerous sustainability-inspired businesses; written seven novels with sustainability themes; co-founded an environmental charity called the Long Future Foundation; and recently founded Earth Belief, a new belief system devoted to sustainability.

“World leaders have left the response to sustainability too late; and emerging leaders need the courage to make changes that are rapid, deep and widespread. Sustainability leadership calls upon us to influence—or even become—world leaders, ourselves.”

V.S. Ravi
CEO & Founder of Invictus Leader

V.S. Ravi has established himself as one of his generation’s most compelling and proactive thought leaders with his ground-breaking learning philosophy known as Intellect Leadership™. Debunking self-limiting stereotypical leadership models and training methodologies that don’t address the root of problems, Ravi offers uncommon but practical insights that help you find an equitable balance between acquiring intelligence and developing the intellect. As an Intellect Leader, you will be able to—regardless of academic credentials—hold your mind under perfect control and unwaveringly take action that leads to successful results. Under Ravi’s coaching, anyone—even children—can develop Intellect Thinking™. As an inquisitive researcher, inspiring writer, prolific speaker, unconventional coach and discerning mentor for over 20 years across 4 continents, Ravi has helped thousands of people including professionals, families, children and teenagers to meaningfully impact their homes, organisations and communities by thinking differently, believing differently and leading differently. Leadership which integrates the Invictus Intelect Leadership Methodology (ILLM) which is suitable for all ages from children to adults.

“There is one irrefutable truth; if you don’t change with times, you will not survive. Clinging on to outdated leadership practices is like staying aboard the Titanic: it might happen slowly, but you are going to sink. Leadership development that you have learned in the past 15 years and what you have planned for the next 5 to 10 years for yourself and your people may be not sustainable and even be irrelevant; it’s time to grab a life jacket. Engaging the Intellect Thinking with infusion of Mindfulness and integrating Opposable Mind is how you able to provide a sustainable leadership development.”
Gurmit Singh  
Chairman of the Centre for Environment, Technology & Development  

GURMIT SINGH is Chairman of the Centre for Environment, Technology & Development, Malaysia [CETDEM] while Tan Siew Luang is its Organic Farming Project Coordinator. Since their marriage of about 30 years, they have both been active with CETDEM. For the past 20 years they have lived above the CETDEM office which is located in a double storey terrace house in SS2, Petaling Jaya. Having no children, they have tried to live with a small ecological footprint and within their monthly allowance, which Gurmit no longer receives since he moved up from being Executive Director to Chairman about 8 years ago. They are passionate about sustainability.

A sustainable lifestyle is essential at the personal level but it requires some commitment. Personal satisfaction is possible.

Swarop Roy  
Founder and Chairman of ASEAN Affairs  

Swarop Roy’s Vision & Mission is restoring balance to people, systems, businesses, climate & environment, region and globe. Roy has used 25 years of executive, entrepreneurial experience and expertise to establish his enterprises and products on the global stage. In ASEANAffairs (estd 2006), he created the one and only media dedicated to ASEAN ranked by Google as No.1 site in news & media of SEA and in AABC (ASEANAffairs Business Council)-the business platform of C.I.A. (China, India, ASEAN). In 2013, he was featured in the series ‘Rising Leaders of Asia’ in a full page interview in China Daily, China’s largest English newspaper. In The Save Our Planet conference series (estd 2010) he brought together govt, businesses and people to combat climate change. His latest innovation, Self X Analysis (SXA) is in the field of Human Capital Management (HCM), a Multi-Dimensional System that Measures, Analyses and Diagnoses (M.A.D.) the individual quantitatively and qualitatively on 34 attributes across 5 dimensions. It further helps Train, Fulfill and Evolve (T.F.E.) the person leading to clear measurable progress towards material, intellectual and spiritual fulfillment. SXA is partnering companies and organisations across the world to reach millions of individuals and employees to help them and enterprises identify, engage and retain their best talents, a revolutionary talent management method.

YB Datuk Ramli Ibrahim  
Legendary Malaysian Dancer  

Accomplished in ballet, modern, and Indian classical dance, Datuk Ramli Ibrahim is a cultural icon who has performed internationally for almost four decades. As artistic director of Sutra Dance Theatre, Datuk Ramli has choreographed stunning works and nurtured some of the brightest dance talents from Malaysia. Since his return to Malaysia more than thirty years ago, this prodigal son of the Malaysian soil has been instrumental in transforming the dance scene in Malaysia by boldly charting new paths and singlehandedly establishing odissi as a widely appreciated dance form in Malaysia. Besides odissi, Datuk Ramli has also simultaneously contributed to the establishment of Malaysian contemporary modern dance through the creation of a strong body of original works which define ‘modernity’ from Asian perspectives. Datuk Ramli Ibrahim is presently Chairman of Sutra Foundation.
Dr Gerard Kho, Chief Marketing Officer of Medini Iskandar Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Dr Gerard Kho is currently the Chief Marketing Officer of Medini Iskandar Malaysia Sdn Bhd. He is currently placed in charge of promoting Medini as the Future CBD of Iskandar Puteri (formerly Nusajaya). Medini CBD is a catalytic initiative led by Khazanah with minority shareholders being Mitsubishi UFJ. Gerard’s role includes, as part of the destination building initiative, determining the components and types of development that could help build this future CBD. His role includes making strategic decisions in developing catalytic commercial, retail and lifestyle projects. Identifying and building a strong network of joint venture partners to assist in building Medini CBD is his top priority. The opportunity of being engaged in developing a future city is the key driver for his decision to be part of the Medini Iskandar Malaysia team.

YBhg. Tan Sri Rafidah Aziz
Chairman of AirAsia X Berhad

Tan Sri Rafidah Aziz is the Chairman of AirAsia X Berhad since 2011. She is Malaysia’s longest-serving Minister of International Trade and Industry, having served in that capacity from 1987 to 2008, and contributes a wealth of international experience. Prior to this, she has also held the portfolio of Minister of Public Enterprises from 1980 to 1987 and Deputy Minister of Finance from 1977 to 1980. She has received various awards from the states of Selangor, Perak, Melaka, and Terengganu as well as from Argentina and Chile. She has been conferred Honorary from University Putra Malaysia, Universiti Tun Razak, HELP University and the Dominican University of California United States of America.

Dr Wayne Visser
Writer, Speaker, Academic and advisor

Dr Wayne Visser is Director of the think-tank and media company, Kaleidoscope Futures, Extraordinary Professor in Sustainable Business at the Gordon Institute of Business Science and Fellow at Cambridge University’s Institute for Sustainability Leadership. His work as a strategy analyst, sustainability advisor, CSR expert, futurist and professional speaker has taken him to over 70 countries in the past 20 years. Dr Visser is author of 25 books – including The World Guide to Sustainable Enterprise and Sustainable Frontiers: Unlocking Change Through Business, Leadership and Innovation – and writes for The Guardian newspaper. Dr Visser has been recognised as a top 100 thought-leader in trustworthy business and received the Global CSR Excellence & Leadership Award. He founded CSR International, after obtaining a PhD in corporate social responsibility. He previously served as Director of Sustainability Services for KPMG and Strategy Analyst for Capgemini in South Africa. Dr Visser lives in Cambridge, UK. www.waynevisser.com

“... You have lost your reason and taken the wrong path. You have taken lies for truth, and hideousness for beauty... I marvel at you who exchange heaven for earth.” These words by author Anton Chekhov were not written about our contemporary business leaders, but they might just as well have been. We currently suffer under calamitous leadership, which has led us all, Pied-Piper like, into the sustainability crisis. Now we desperately need transformational leadership that will revive our hopes and make a sustainable future possible.
John Bailey
Head of Sustainability, University of London

Head of Sustainability for the University of London, delivering a 32% reduction in carbon emissions, annual energy savings over £1m per year and increased recycling rates (now 60-70%). Through a mixture of human focused initiatives coupled with space management and technical improvements John has managed to embed sustainability within the University’s core operations. He is now rolling out Reduce the Juice, a behaviour change spin-off that enables students living in halls of residence to tackle carbon emissions and reduce waste, across the UK higher education sector.

" A sustainability leader is inclusive, they are open about their success and their failures and they are able to bring people with them in their ambition to transition to a more sustainable society. A sustainability leader uses positive language and is able to demonstrate that sustainability can improve your life, your work and your environment."

Azliza Baizura Azmel
Corporate Services Director, Tesco Malaysia

Azliza read Law at Cambridge and subsequently qualified as an Advocate & Solicitor of the High Court of Malaya in 1996. Prior to joining Tesco, she was practicing in Shearn Delamore & Co, specializing in property and financial services. An established in-house counsel, Azliza is a natural “go to” person to keep the business safe and legal. In her years of service, she has created a strong portfolio within the legal and regulatory department, championing governance and compliance. Her notable achievements include leading the work on issuance of RM3.5Billion Islamic/Conventional Commercial Papers/Medium Term Notes Programme, a first Islamic bonds issuance by a western based retailer and the acquisition and integration of Makro stores in 2007. Given that protecting and building corporate reputation is critical to the business, her remit has been expanded recently to include communications, community and government relations. Azliza is a member of the Senior Leadership Team and Board of Directors of Tesco Malaysia

" Tesco is in line with its Group CEO’s commitment to ensure that no unsold food will go to waste, has globally initiated a food surplus donation program to alleviate food poverty. Tesco Malaysia is stepping up its game to tackle food waste within its operation in Malaysia in a sustainable manner."

Datuk (Dr.) Hafisah Hashim
Chief Executive Officer of SME Corporation Malaysia

Datuk (Dr.) Hafisah Hashim is the Chief Executive Officer of SME Corporation Malaysia, a Central Coordinating Agency under the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), responsible for overseeing and coordinating the implementation of policies and programmes for the overall development of SMEs in Malaysia. She holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Science from University of Science, Malaysia and a Master’s Degree in Business Administration from Aston University, United Kingdom.
Jesrina Arshad
CEO & Founder, PurelyB.com

Jesrina is the founder and CEO of PurelyB.com – Asia’s first health and wellness content-integrated marketplace that provides ease and convenience for people in Asia to lead healthier lifestyles, launched in May 2015. In 2015, at just four-months old, PurelyB was awarded one of ‘Red Herring International’s Top 100 Start-ups in Asia’ – a prestigious list honouring the year’s most promising private technology ventures in Asia. PurelyB secured USD500K in seed funding led by Silicon-Valley based-Venture Capitalist.

Wong Young Soon
Executive Director of Malaysian Care

Wong Young Soon was appointed the Executive Director of Malaysian Care effective 1 Jan 2011. Young Soon joined Malaysian Care in 1992, specifically for the rural ministry. In his 19 years, he was with the Rural and Urban Community Development (RUCD) team working alongside the Orang Asli, urban poor and refugee communities. This is for the purposes of economic, education & core group formation and the development of Ladang MCare in Chenderiang, Perak. Ladang MCare is our Community Development Extension Centre for the rural poor. Young Soon holds a Master of Arts in Rural Development, University of East Anglia, Norwich, England and is now doing his PHD with Monash University. He is married to Patricia and they foster 3 children from the Orang Asli community, Wak Mayna, Wak Masnah and Han Rusan.

Prof. Colin Legarde Hubo
Director of University of Asia and the Pacific
Case Study: Youth, Leadership and Sustainability

Mr. Colin Legarde Hubo is the Executive Director of the Center for Social Responsibility of the University of Asia and the Pacific. He spearheaded the integration of sustainability in the curriculum of UA&P and started a professional program (ASMAP) to train business executives and professionals in applied sustainability management. Colin was elected twice to the stakeholder council of the Global Reporting Initiative (Amsterdam) from 2007-2012, the body that formulated the global standard for sustainability reporting. Prior to this, he was Philippine country consultant to IFC-WB for its technical assistance on corporate social responsibility for the Philippine mining industry as well as business risk consultant of the London-based Control Risk Group. He was also the project team leader of the UK Embassy Manila technical assistance on alternative financing for LGUs as well as the Agence Franciase de Development (French Development Agency) technical assistance in Green Financing for Urban Cities in the Philippines. He has done projects in Cambodia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Amsterdam, London and the USA.

The advent of globalization and digital revolution has transformed our lives in an unprecedented scale. More than ever, sustainable leadership calls upon everyone to act and be accountable in a manner that will benefit the whole of society. I believe that it is this sense of leadership that is needed to meet the demands of a far more globalized environment. It is this type of leadership that puts greater significance on human resources and intellectual capital as fundamental assets in building sustainable organizations and inclusive societies. From a regional perspective, sustainable leadership development will be the thread to unite us across borders and frontiers, guided by a spirit of solidarity, continuous dialogue with one another and respect for human dignity.

"Open mindedness, courage, integrity and continuous learning are all essential qualities in championing sustainable leadership development. A company will only keep thriving if you look beyond financial returns and shareholders and incorporate a new set of ideas to benefit stakeholders, societies and the environment.

"Sustainable leadership development is first about nurturing a generation who are committed to the ideals of sustainable development – people, planet, profits. We already have too many leaders who are only committed to a sustainable ‘Wall Street’ and suffering the consequences. Second, we should be action oriented in an innovative, humble and ethical way in order to have real transformation. And third, sustainable is only possible where mutual inter-generational learning takes place."
Dr Gerhard Hoffstaedter
Lecturer at University of Queensland, Australia

Dr Gerhard Hoffstaedter is an Australian Research Council senior research fellow (DECRA) in anthropology at the University of Queensland. He conducts research with refugees in Southeast Asia and Australia. He is a regular commentator in newspapers, radio and online media on topics of his research. His first book entitled Modern Muslim Identities: Negotiating Religion and Ethnicity in Malaysia is published by NIAS Press. A co-edited volume Urban Refugees: Challenges in Protection, Services and Policy has been published with Routledge.

“Education is integral to sustainable leadership development and education is not a piece of paper from an institution, but a lifelong quest for understanding, compassion and learning that you are never done learning. Thus to create positive change, we all must strive to better ourselves and the environment around us.”

Dr Mark Lovatt
CEO of Trident Integrity Solutions Sdn. Bhd.

Dr Mark Lovatt is a thought leader in the area of private sector anti-corruption, and CEO of Trident Integrity Solutions Sdn Bhd, providing consultancy and support services for business integrity. Prior to leading Trident, Dr Lovatt was the Business Integrity Programme Manager for Transparency International Malaysia, and concurrently the Managing Director of TI BIP Malaysia Sdn Bhd, the consultancy wing of the chapter. He holds a BA (Hons) and PhD from Nottingham University, UK, and has a background in IT, business analysis, corporate regulation and business development in the power & gas sector. He is an internationally recognized expert in private sector corruption, speaking regularly at conferences across the region, and has worked with governments, global agencies, multinationals, GLCs and anticorruption organisations to deliver effective measures to combat corruption. A published author, he also lectures in Theology and business ethics.

“Sustainability means still going strong in 10, 20, 50 years’ time. Emerging leaders have a key role to play in making sure our societies are stronger then than they are today, with peace, justice and strong institutions safeguarding the wellbeing of all. Integrity is an essential element of strong and effective leadership, for without it no one will follow you willingly. Develop it and practice it daily; it is a life skill which will repay the effort required many times over.”
FASTER AND LIGHTER
THE LOTUS EVORA 400

The new Lotus Evora 400 is built in the true tradition of Lotus sports cars; high performance with precision handling.

This is the fastest road car Lotus has ever built.

CONTACT US NOW TO FIND OUT MORE OR TO ARRANGE FOR A TEST DRIVE

Key Account Managers:
Hairulizan: +6012 336 6896 | Anas Safiddin: +6012 373 9294 | M. Iqbal: +6017 604 4941

Includes:
• 3 years factory warranty • 2 years free maintenance service
• 1 time entry Lotus Driving Academy • 1 year LDCM membership

Lotus Cars Malaysia (Malaysia)
260k, Jalan Damansara
60000, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +603 7725 0182
Fax: +603 7725 2905
GPS coordinates: 03°N09'43.19" 101°E37'01.47"
INDULGE YOUR SENSES
ON BUSINESS CLASS

Business Class fares are inclusive of...

- Stretch out and unwind in our 45° seat pitch
- Stay connected with Wi-fi connection at 30,000 feet in the air
- Specially catered meals
- Baggage allowance up to 40kg

To book, visit our website, call 03-78415388 or contact your preferred travel agent today.
*Terms and conditions apply. Malindo Airways Sdn. Bhd. (1018546-W)
Study tour

Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, Selangor & Perak
22-29 October 2016

The Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur is the capital of Malaysia, and home of the tallest twin buildings in the world, the iconic Petronas Twin Towers. Putrajaya, the federal administrative centre, boasts some of the country’s most interesting architecture. Selangor, the most developed state in Malaysia, offers some of the world’s biggest and best shopping malls as well as some of the Peninsula’s varied flora and fauna. Last but not least, Perak, the second largest state in the country, is rich in the country’s cultural and colonial history as well as some of the country’s best natural beauty.

Key Learning Outcome:

- The ELD Asia 2016 participants will gain rich insights on the meaning, importance and practical application of SYSTEMIC LEADERSHIP – including the analysis and promotion of the distinctive traits, skills and knowledge of transformational leaders for sustainable development.
- Participants will get an opportunity to witness how institutionalised platforms that help the lives of the less fortunate
- Participants will also see leadership and innovation in action by engaging with businesses and innovation incubator
- Participants will also explore some challenges faced by the non-profit sector on their sustainable development initiatives.

Host sponsors
Delegates
Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur & Selangor

Rebecca Gould
Reader in Comparative Literature and Translation Studies
University of Bristol

Alexander Neve
Army Officer Australian Army
6th Battalion

Jesse Young
Political Adviser
Hon Luke Hartsuyker MP

Tola Sim
General Manager
Hon Luke Hartsuyker MP

Amanda Lopez
Broadcast Journalist
TV3, Media Prima

Mike Sam Waiwai
Human Resource Manager,
Ministry of Climate Change & Adaptation

Christina Vallone
Resource Manager,
Telstra International

Kiyo Weiss
General Manager,
Air Canada

Prudence Malilwe
Head of Internal Audit,
Bank of Zambia

Saurabh Kale
Senior Manager – L & D,
Healthcare IT, PRACTO

Swarup Roy
Founder & Chairman
ASEAN Affairs, Save Our Planet, SXA (Self X Analysis)

Khairul Amar Razali
Managing Director
Almaghrib Institute
Study tour

Melaka
22-29 October 2016

Melaka is on the southwest coast of the Malay Peninsula. The state is known for its rich historical and cultural background which includes influences from the Portuguese, Dutch and British. Melaka is known for its heritage buildings and colonial structures such as the Christ Church and Stadthuys, a Dutch-era town hall.

During their visit, the delegates will not only learn about Melaka’s vision to become the second largest city in Malaysia, but will get to explore various organisations that are known for their sustainability initiatives in various sectors, to include tourism, health and safety, bio-technology, etc.

Key Learning Outcome:

- Participants will also learn about ‘Environmental Stewardship’ - protecting our natural resources is all about raising awareness, developing infrastructure, setting standards for conservation, and encouraging participation of people in doing so.
- Participants will also get the opportunity to see how institutionalised platforms and solutions help reduce inequalities and instil both confidence and new skills to improve the lives of the disabled.
- Participants will get an opportunity to witness one of the most resource-efficient Solar Farms in the world.
- Participants will also learn about leadership efforts by a leading aircraft component manufacturer.

Host sponsors
Delegates

Melaka

Michael Wright
Group EHS Manager
Lendlease

Hellen Banda
Compliance Specialist
Bank of Zambia

Samantha Channon
State Business Support
Bupa

Nina Lavoie
Lawyer
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin

Rozmla Nasir
Director, Human Resources
Perception Management Sdn Bhd

Glen Priestley
Head of Business Unit, Capital Equipment
Weir Mineral Australia

Kirsten Cater
Academic Director
University of Bristol

Sanath Rohana Wickramasinghe
Sunart Adservices

Louise McLeod
Managing Director
A-Gas Australia

Rizmel Nazrin Dato Abdul Malik
Special Officer to Deputy Prime Minister
Ministry of Home Affairs
Study tour
Johor
22-29 October 2016

Johor Bahru is a state in Southern Malaysia, bordering Singapore. It is known for its significant regional transport and manufacturing hub. Johor Bahru’s metropolitan area can be divided into four parts – North, South, East and West. It is also famous for its Desaru Beach and Endau Rompin National Park. Delegates will have an opportunity to witness interesting work and case studies in healthcare, logistics and agriculture.

Key Learning Outcome:

- Participants will get an opportunity to learn about measures put in place to help displaced fishermen due to development projects taking place along the coast line.
- Participants will also learn about what it takes to build a sustainable city from scratch with Iskandar Regional Development Authority; from ensuring economic growth, quality of life to taking care of the environment.
- They will also gain insights on the reason why organic rice farming is a best practice for future sustenance.
- During the tour, participants will also visit a healthcare institution to learn about their sustainable development efforts in improving quality of life.
Delegates

Johor

Aaron Kisner
Founder, Communication & Media
Hundredth Monkey Collective LLC

Jane Bourke
Head of Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)
Telstra International

Leaupepe Taala Ralph Elika
Foreign Affairs – Economic Development
Pacific Cooperation Foundation

Barbara Kokonya
Managing Director
Very Chic Ltd.

Eileen McInnes
Change and Communications NAB

Oeurn Koem
Director
Cambodia – Japan Cooperation Center

Sujeewa Jayawardana
Manager, Industry Liaison
Open University of Sri Lanka

Zanariah Jano
UETM Melaka

Ameera Hani Hussein
Communications Consultant
Perception Management Sdn Bhd

Megan Saunders
Group Executive, Corporate Affairs
Tourism and Events Queensland

Ili Nadrah Khairi
Media Specialist
Perception Management Sdn Bhd

Najmi Nuij
Lecturer
Universiti Teknologi MARA
Study tour

Pahang
22-29 October 2016

Pahang is the third largest state in Peninsular Malaysia that is known for its white sands and coral reefs. The State capital of Pahang is called Kuantan. It’s famous for its Bera Lake, Chini Lake, Cameron Highlands, Cherating, Fraser’s Hill, Genting Highlands, Taman Negara National Park, Fraser’s Hill and Batu Hitam Beach. During the visit, delegates will be able to witness best sustainability practices.

Key Learning Outcome:

- Participants will get an opportunity to learn about wildlife conservation.
- Participants will visit the only petroleum supply base in Peninsular Malaysia and learn about its sustainable development efforts.
- Participants will also visit an automotive park and learn about automotive manufacturing.
- Participants will gain insights on East Coast Economic Region Development Council (ECERDC) initiative in developing the East Coast Region of Malaysia.

Host sponsors

The British International School
Kuala Lumpur

DRB-HICOM

HI-COM

EAST COAST ECONOMIC REGION
MALAYSIA

empower ECER
Program Pembangunan
Modal Insan

The Holstein
Milk Company

Rompine

UAE
Advanced Education

Universiti Malaysia
PAHANG
Engineering • Technology • Creativity

Farm Fresh

DRB-HICOM
UNIVERSITY
OF AUTOMOTIVE MALAYSIA

KUANTAN PORT
CONSORTIUM SDN BHD
MALAYSIA
Delegates
Pahang

Daniel Hewitt
Western Australian Domestic Trading Manager
CBH Group

Nicole Wilson
Consultant
NJ Wilson Consulting

Amanda Chiu
Learning & Development Specialist
Australian Government

Pulotu Bruce Levi
General Manager, Pacific Health Waitemata District Health Board

Maisie Lam
Chief of Staff, International and New Business
Telstra International

Mat Franklin
Director of Contestability
Department of Defence

Lean Y Hong
Managing Director (Construction Industry)
Lotus Green Team Co. Ltd

Christopher Piggott-Mckellar
Communication Coordinator
Government House Queensland

William Jacques
Marketing Director
ELSI Sdn Bhd

Emma Kerr
Partnerships Officer
Commonwealth Secretariat
Malborough House
HRDF plays a key role in catalysing the re-skilling and up-skilling of the Malaysian workforce

Dear Participants,

The Human Resources Development Fund (HRDF) supports the national agenda through its mission of promoting human capital learning and development to fulfil the current and future needs of the industry. HRDF’s role is to ensure Malaysians are equipped with the right certifications and knowledge through strategic initiatives.

As you may know, a highly skilled workforce that has global competitiveness is pivotal to support a knowledge-intensive economy and improve labour productivity that is expected to increase by 3.7 per cent. The government aims to accelerate the growth of our human capital i.e. achieve 35 per cent skilled workforce by the year 2020. These efforts will help enhance the quality of the workforce, making them more versatile and adaptable to the challenging demands of a global business environment.

Toward this, HRDF plays a key role in catalysing the re-skilling and up-skilling of the Malaysian workforce. We continue to inspire Malaysians to develop their talents in order to improve their overall quality of life.

HRDF partners Emerging Leaders’ Dialogue Asia 2016

We recognise that in today’s interconnected and interdependent global society, it is vital for ASEAN countries, particularly Malaysia, to build a pipeline of globally competent leaders. So, the Human Resources Development Fund (HRDF) spearheads human capital learning and development agenda with strategic interventions that fulfil the human capital needs of the Nation. Our efforts include supporting strategic programmes and initiatives such as the Emerging Leaders’ Dialogues Asia 2016 (ELD Asia 2016).

ELD Asia 2016 furthers our mission to develop Malaysia’s human capital as it brings together global leaders and potential leaders to dialogue, share and exchange leadership best practices for sustainable development across sectors.

It is pivotal for Malaysia to build a pipeline of competent leaders and talents equipped with international awareness, appreciation for culture diversity, and competitive skills. We think, ELD Asia 2016 will help achieve this purely by the design of its programme and study tours. Through ELD Asia 2016, we hope to inspire Malaysians to demonstrate sustainable leadership as we transition into a high-income, developed economy by the year 2020.

DATO’ C.M VIGNAESVARAN A/L JEYANDRAN
Chief Executive of Human Resources Development Fund
The British International School of Kuala Lumpur (BSKL) is one of the leading schools in KL that provides an exceptional education to children aged 3-18. Students work towards IGCSE and A Level examinations and prepare for entry to top universities in the UK and the US.

Following an inspection by ISI in March, BSKL has been graded as excellent in all areas of educational provision, a result that is comparable to that of many top UK independent schools and is unprecedented here in Malaysia.

BSKL was established in 2009 and now has a student body of over 1,000 pupils from 50+ nationalities. The campus is located in the suburb of Petaling Jaya and provides a state of the art learning environment.

Facilities include a 9-a-side covered sports field, three indoor sport halls, two swimming pools and two full size football fields. The music and performing arts programmes are supported by a fully equipped 650- seat theatre and over 20 specialist music and dance rooms. There are separate infant, junior and senior libraries with a combined catalogue of 20,000 books. Technology features strongly at the school. The campus is fully networked and every student (from age 8 onwards) is provided with a personal device (iPad or Macbook) to support their learning.

Children who attend BSKL follow a broad curriculum based on the English National Curriculum. The school enjoys an extremely vibrant day-to-day life with children participating in music, drama, arts and sports programmes as well as a number of other enrichment activities. As part of their progress, students sit the GL Assessments with BSKL children achieving above-average marks compared to their UK counterparts. In Secondary School the students work towards their IGCSE and A-Levels before embarking on degrees at top universities worldwide.

All teachers at BSKL have outstanding professional credentials from the UK with ample experience in delivering the English National Curriculum and preparing students for IGCSE and A Level examinations. Every primary school class has in addition a native English speaking teaching assistant. Class sizes throughout the school are small yielding with an average student to teacher ratio of 6:1.

We provide a unique experience that exceeds the basic academic fundamentals. Our educational programme emphasises links with our worldwide network of BSF schools. It provides regular and frequent opportunities for engaging with the broader BSF family. As a result, our pupils are more likely to develop ambitions and a sense of their own potential that is marked by a broad, global perspective.

Being part of a family of schools that draws heavily from a tradition of exclusive British education, we view character development as an essential part of our work. We rely on excellent teachers with the experience to nurture independence of mind, resilience, and a caring disposition.

It is the firm ambition of BSKL to ensure that pupils who complete their education are exceptionally well prepared for the next stage of their education with the solid foundation of a character to succeed in life to match.

The school provides a highly individualised learning experience that combines academic rigour with a strong focus on personal development, and the nurture of a broad range of talents, from sport to music, the arts, languages and technology.

BSKL is registered with the Ministry for Education in Malaysia, the UK Department for Education, and is a full member of COBIS and FOBISIA.
Study tour

Sabah
22-29 October 2016

Sabah is the second largest state in Malaysia which is situated in the Northern Part of the Island of Borneo. It is known for its Mount Kinabalu, white sand beaches and abundant wildlife. She is known for her Danum Valley Conservation Area and Tabin. In addition, Sabah is divided into several divisions - Kudat Division, West Coast Division, Interior Division, Sandakan Division, Tawau Division and Labuan. It shares the island of Borneo with Brunei, Indonesia Kalimantan and Sarawak. The people of Sabah also have their own unique culture and traditions.

Key Learning Outcome:

- Participants will gain insights on sustainable development efforts in regards to forestry
- During the tour, participants will learn about a School Tourism Outreach Programme
- Participants will also be able to participate in a dialogue with women entrepreneurs and professionals in the forefront of economic development of the state and nation.
- Participants will have an opportunity to learn about various nature conservation programmes which includes government agencies and non-government organisations involved in protected area management

Host sponsors
Delegates

Sabah

Kodep-Ogumoro-Uludong
Project Manager, Environment / Marine Conservation
Micronesia Islands Nature Alliance

Peter Robert Michael Farrel
Property Investment (Joint Partner)
Box 112 Limited

Gary Bird
Managing Director
CROMA Australia

Jereme Baker
Manager (Logistics)
GWA Group

Vanessa Ma
Manager, Corporate Sales
Air Canada

Ryan Hilton
General Manager,
Weir Mineral Australia

Dr. Wayne Visser
Writer, Speaker, Academician, Advisor – Sustainability Leadership
Kaleidoscope Futures

Indira Kartallozi
Founder & Director (Human Rights)
Chrysalis Family Futures

Amanda Johnston
Marketing & Trading
CBH Group

Jeshurun Andrew
Agricultural Extension Officer
The National Equine Welfare and Sporting Association

Lim Eng Boon
Commercial Manager
Sibelco Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Study tour

Sarawak
22-29 October 2016

Sarawak is located on the island of Borneo, the third largest island in the world, and north of the Equator. Tropical showers cool the land with heavier rainfalls during the monsoon months from November to March. Sibu, Bintulu, Miri and the capital Kuching make up the gateway cities of Sarawak.

This state has the most diverse ethnic groups with a very distinct culture, language and lifestyle. A variety of religion with 45 different languages and dialects run this town. In spite of these differences, the locals epitomise peace, harmony and unity.

Key Learning Outcome:

- Participants will be exposed to the Future of Sustainable Energy in Sarawak and Managing Resettlement of Indigenous People.
- Participants will also gain insights on how Sarawak Corridor of Renewable Energy (SCORE) has an abundance of natural resources, including clean and safe renewable resources, such as hydropower, that offers commercial users clean energy.
- Participants will also learn about sustainability initiatives in Environment, plantation and land management towards improving the social and economic well-being.

Host sponsors
Delegates
Sarawak

Sarith Sath
Teacher – Environmental Education
D’Furniture

Julie Overton
Teacher – Environmental Education
NSW Department of Education

Lakshmanan Natarajan
Project Manager

Patricia Kalondu Muia
Founder & Managing Director
Kenya Conference Solutions

Anthony Goodman
Managing Director
University of Western Australia, Student Guild

Hamlet Nation
Head of Operations Department,
Public Health and Social Health Insurance
National Health Insurance Board

Peter Laurent
Consultant (Financial & ICT Services)
Brisbane Consulting Pty Ltd

Aina Hisham
Communications Consultant
Perception Management Sdn Bhd

Ian Govendir
Chief Executive Officer
Aids Orphan UK Trust

Nurunnahar Nupur
Managing Director
Positive Thinking

Sophia Chan-Combrink
Head of Education and Society
The British Council

Kishore Ravuri
Chief Executive Officer
Perception Management Sdn Bhd
Study tour

India
22-29 October 2016

In developing countries, many times, necessity is indeed the mother of both inventions and innovations, with or without sophisticated infrastructure.

Listen to the famous Mumbai Dabbawala Story - A system based on barefoot men, public trains and simple, reusable containers in a city of nearly 12 million people; visit the world’s largest washerman colony Dhobi Ghat – an open air Laundromat, with more than 500 washing platforms and 200 washer-men (dhobi) families; experience the Nareshwadi Learning Centre – a 12 acre campus and learn about the Integrated Rural Development Model; and visit the model village, Latur and the many community development and sustainable projects.

- Leadership is all about identifying opportunities even in the most disadvantaged situation and circumstances that may not offer much of infrastructure and resources.
- Innovation even when manifested in its SIMPLEST of forms, can contribute to socio-economic welfare by creating jobs and more so, can provide sustainable solutions to real problems. The right Leadership can inspire innovation and transform these models into sustainability solutions.
- Inclusive development models may be challenging to implement, but with Sustainability Leadership, can create communities that foster ideas, innovation and even progress.

Host sponsor

AAROZHAN COMMUNICATIONS
Delegates | India

Jennifer Gaskill
Executive Manager
Operations
Community Vision Inc

Hayden Montgomery
Self-Employed Management Consultant
Hayden Montgomery

Sashikala Devi Gopallan
Director, Corporate Communications
Human Resources Development Fund (HRDF)

John Thompson
Manager, Corporate Communications
NSW Police Force

Doreen Beh
Senior Consultant
Gamion Creative Learning

Paul Mallett
State Manager
Anglicare Tasmania Inc

Anna Maria Samsudin
Head, Media Relations
Perbadanan PRIMA Malaysia

Carmen Tong
Executive, Marketing
East West One Marketing

Wei Wen Ou
Founder, Farmer, Entrepreneur
Siong Hoong Agro Enterprise

Om Saravana Bhavan Nagarajan
Senior Management, Manufacturing & Engineering
Wireforms A.N Sdn Bhd

Mohammad Noor Fitri Mohamed Zainuri
Astro Awani

Pritha Manivannan
Astro Awani

ELD ASIA | CREATING GLOBALLY CONNECTED LEADERS
Established on 2 April 2010 and rooted in the concept of “By The Industry, For The Industry”, DRB-HICOM University of Automotive Malaysia aims to strengthen and support the country’s automotive industry by producing highly skilled graduates that are equipped with a professional attitude and are capable in academic, technology, engineering and business.

**COURSES OFFERED**

**FACULTY OF BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT**

- Foundation in Business (N/6015/3/0056 (MQA/PA15581) 06/28)
- Diploma in Automotive Part Management (R/245/4/0036 (MQA/FA4442) 02/21)
- Diploma in Automotive Retail Management (R/245/4/0034 (MQA/FA0442) 02/21)
- Diploma in Procurement Management (R/245/4/0018 (MQA/FA1231) 02/21)
- Diploma in Enterprise Resource Planning (R/245/4/0016 (MQA/FA1233) 02/21)
- Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) in Management (N/625/6/0048 (MQA/PA7556) 07/21)
- Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) in Retail Management (R/245/6/0049 (MQA/PA7531) 08/21)
- Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) in Enterprise Risk Management (R/245/6/0048 (MQA/PA7530) 07/21)
- Bachelor of Supply Chain Management (R/245/6/0051 (MQA/PA7536) 08/21)

**FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY**

- Foundation in Engineering (N/530/3/0055 (MQA/PA4465) 06/16)
- Diploma in Automotive Technology (R/521/4/0121 (MQA/FA0257) 05/20)
- Diploma in Automotive Management Systems (R/525/4/0071 (A11454) 05/20)
- Diploma in Vehicle Assembly Management (R/525/4/0073 (A11453) 05/20)
- Diploma in Vehicle Inspection (R/525/4/0072 (A11444) 05/20)
- Diploma in Occupational Safety and Health (N/622/4/0033 (F36829) 02/19)
- Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering Technology (Automotive Service Technology) with Honours (N/821/6/0128 (MQA/PA7527) 11/20)
- Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering Technology (Industrial Design) with Honours (N/821/6/0129 (MQA/PA7528) 11/20)

**GRADUATE SCHOOL**

- Master of Management (N/345/7/0045 (MQA/PA7918) 06/20)
- Ph.D in Management (N/346/8/0044 (MQA/PA7945) 08/20)
- MSc in Engineering Technology (N/530/7/0080 (MQA/PA7965) 08/20)
- Ph.D in Engineering (N/530/8/0081 (MQA/PA7971) 09/20)

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

DRB-HICOM Group Companies

Automotive Brands Associated with DRB-HICOM

*Employability | Career opportunities | Scholarship available*
ELD Asia 2016 Organising Committee

Organising Chairman
Adrain Jerome

Organising Secretary
Rasamalar Gnanasundram

Organising Treasurer
Prodeep Kumar Roy

Committee Member
Raja Khairul Adli bin Raja Kamalazman
Yim Poh Peng
William Jacques
Lim Eng Boon
Agnes Lopez
Nithiyananthan Murugesu
Kerry Ann Pereira
Zuzineliza Anim
Susila Sithamparam
Amanda Lopez
Dato’ Rommel Josef

Board of Advisors

Malaysia
YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Sri Haji Mohd Khamil bin Jamil
YBhg Dato’ Hamidi Osman
YBhg Dato’ Rommel Josef
YBhg Dato’ Wong Pui Lam

Australia
Carolyn Bloch
Brian Pickett
Richard Warburton

Canada
Barb Crompton
Hemi Mitic
Robert Taylor

New Zealand
Ezra Schuster
Malaysia’s Premier Aircraft Maintenance Training Organisation

Now with Fixed Wing and Helicopters Approvals for Licenced Technicians & Engineers

Subang Airport Aviation Hub (SZB)
Senai Airport Aviation Centre (JHB)
Kelana Jaya (AECA Test Centre)
U8 Shah Alam

www.dilog.com.my

Approved Training Organisation
ATO/2011/02
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- KPU Johor Specialist Hospital
- KPU Sabah Specialist Hospital
- Latur Residents and Hosts
- Lembaga Kemajuan Johor Tenggara (KEJORA)
- Mahkota Medical Centre
- Malaysia Airports Holdings Bhd
- Malaysian Care
- Malaysia Convention & Exhibition Bureau
- Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation
- Malaysian Global Innovation & Creativity Centre
- Malindo Air
- Malaysian Global Innovation & Creativity Centre (MAGiC)
- Manipal Medical College Melaka
- MEDINI Iskandar
- Meera Tenguria
- Melaka Biotechnology Corporation
- MMC-Gamuda KVMRT (T) Sdn Bhd
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- Ministry of Tourism
- Mumbai Dabbawala Association
- Malaysia Convention & Exhibition Bureau (MyCeb)
- Nareshwadi Learning Centre
- Omahams Corp
- Orang Kampung Group
- Perhilitan
- PERKESO Rehabilitation Centre
- Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM)
- Police Headquarters, Bukit Aman
- Proton Holdings Bhd
- Regional Corridor Development Authority (RECODA)
- Rompin Integrated Pineapple Industries Sdn Bhd
- Sabah Parks
- Sabah Women Entrepreneurs & Professionals Association (SWEPA)
- Sabah Tourism Board
- Samir Somaiya
- Sarawak Cheshire Home
- Sarawak Corridor of Renewable Energy (SCORE)
- Sarawak Cultural Village
- Sarawak Economic Development Corporation (SEDC)
- Sarawak Energy Berhad
- Sarawak Land Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority (SALCRA)
- Sarawak Tourism Board
- South East Johore Development Authority (KEJORA)
- Temple of Fine Arts Kuala Lumpur
- The Holstein Milk Company Sdn Bhd
- Tourism Melaka
- UMP Advanced Education
- Universiti Malaysia Pahang
- Universiti Malaysia Sarawak
- Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka
- Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) Johor
- Warisan Harta Sabah Sdn Bhd
- Wheelchair Tennis Malaysia (WTM)